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Abstract— Human-robot interactions are challenging to test,
and errors in real environments can be costly and dangerous.
While 3D simulations aim to provide a safe way to experi-
ment with robot navigation systems, existing simulations fail
to capture natural human behavior like inspecting products,
wandering, and doubling back. We present a 3D simulation
of the SFU-Store-Nav dataset [1], a video and motion capture
dataset collected from 108 participants undergoing a shopping
experiment and interacting with a Pepper robot. The retail
scene was re-created in Blender, and the 3D body shape and
pose estimations were combined with motion capture data to
create virtual humans that interact with the environment as in
the original experiment. This virtual human platform aims to
provide a safe, quick, and inexpensive way to test human intent
inference and robot navigation systems. We propose this 3D
dataset for use in retail-related human navigational intent and
human-robot interaction experiments, and include a baseline
for human pose forecasting tasks in this new environment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Safe, natural human-robot interactions require an un-
derstanding of human motion and intent. Virtual human
platforms can be used to experiment with systems that
utilize human motion in a quick and inexpensive manner.
For example, to see when a retail or domestic robot offers
assistance to a human while developing a human intent pre-
diction algorithm, to visualize how a mobile robot navigates
a crowd, or to test whether an autonomous vehicle can
accurately assess a pedestrian as a risk. However, there is a
lack of datasets involving natural, full-body human behavior
in simulation. Existing datasets for virtual human motion
either lack environmental interaction by overlaying human
actions on static backgrounds [2], [3], or model human
motion with a standard walk algorithm at a constant speed
[4] rather than capturing realistic human behavior such as
wandering, inspecting products, and periodically stopping in
aisles. To address this, we present a 3D simulation of the
SFU-Store-Nav dataset [1], which contains video and motion
capture data from people undergoing a shopping simulation
and interacting with a Pepper robot [5] when they need
assistance. We propose this virtual dataset for visualizing
and experimenting with human-robot interactions, human
navigational intent and motion prediction experiments, and
provide a baseline for human pose forecasting tasks in this
new environment.
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A. Related Work

Sim4CV [6] is a photo-realistic training and evaluation
simulator built on top of the Unreal Engine that integrates
physics based cars and animated human actors, allowing
for simulation of autonomous driving, flying, and aerial
object tracking. Existing datasets involving human motion
tend to use motion capture data to generate virtual humans
performing a variety of actions and overlay it on various
background images [2], [3]. Since the generated avatars move
independently from the environment, they do not interact
with the environment in an appropriate way, such as walking
over a kitchen countertop. HumANav [4] features virtual hu-
mans interacting with a virtual office, but use a standard walk
algorithm at a constant speed, which fails to capture realistic
human behavior such as wandering, inspecting products, and
periodically stopping in the aisles. Data shared by Brščić et
al. [7] includes pedestrian tracking in a shopping mall, which
provides natural human motion but does not offer a virtual
3D simulation.

To address the lack of realistic human behavior in existing
3D simulation platforms, the SFU-Store-Nav 3D Virtual
Human Platform captures natural human behavior such as
inspecting products, wandering, and doubling back.

II. PROPOSED DATASET

In this work we present a 3D virtual environment of indoor
human navigation experiments. This virtual environment re-
constructs the real-life human-robot interaction experiments
captured by the SFU-Store-Nav dataset. Our method can be
applied to new datasets that contain both video and motion
capture data.

A. SFU-Store-Nav Dataset

This dataset contains visual recordings and motion track-
ing data of human participants, collected through a series of
experiments which simulate a shopping scenario. 108 human
participants were asked to locate and pick up items from their
shopping list and interact with a Pepper robot programmed
to help the human participant. The visual data are videos
recorded through five cameras placed in each corner and the
center of the room. The ground truth human participants’
head (x, y) position and orientation in (roll, pitch, yaw) were
captured using a Vicon motion capture system. A total of
100 trials corresponding to roughly 1,100 minutes of human
movement were selected to reconstruct in simulation.



B. 3D Virtual Environment

1) Obtaining pose estimates: To create the virtual envi-
ronment, we transform each trial from the SFU-Store-Nav
dataset into a 3D simulation using Blender. For each experi-
ment, the five videos were first processed using VIBE [8] to
obtain the 3D body pose for each frame in the Skinned Multi-
Person Linear Model (SMPL) [9] format. We select one full
video with the best result for further processing, allowing
this method to be used even if there is only video data from
a single viewpoint. The result is a collection of body meshes
in OBJ format, as well as a mapping of frame number to
SMPL pose parameters. There are 72 such parameters, which
correspond to the 24 SMPL joints in the 3 dimensions.

2) Importing poses to Blender: The collections of SMPL
body meshes are imported into Blender by using the Stop
Motion Obj Blender plugin [10]. The meshes are then
transformed into a sequence where each mesh corresponds to
a frame in a rendered animation. This animation shows the
virtual human going through each pose in a static position
within the environment.

3) Applying position and orientation: Lastly, we apply the
proper position and orientation from the motion capture data
to the animation. We apply the x, y positions from the motion
capture data, as well as roll, pitch, and yaw. This allows the
virtual human to move throughout the environment. While
head-mounted motion capture was used in our study, future
work could include exploring vision-based tools to extract
position and orientation from video only.

We also rebuilt the indoor scene of the experiments in
the 3D simulation. By combining the 3D human body pose,
indoor scene, and the motion tracking data of the human,
we can replay the SFU-Store-Nav dataset in a simulated
environment. Examples are shown in Figure 1. Our code1

and the 3D virtual environment2 are publicly available as an
extension to the current SFU-Store-Nav dataset.

III. APPLICATIONS

A. Pose Forecasting

As a proof of concept application, we applied our dataset
to a pose forecasting task. We implemented a Long Short-
Term Memory (LSTM) Variational Autoencoder [11] to
forecast future poses. The input to our encoder is a sequence
of 3D poses Pt−k...t from the lookback period k up until the
pose Pt at time t, and we use a probabilistic encoder-decoder
to estimate a probability distribution of the future poses
Pt+1...t+k [12]. As in [13] we use 21 joints, the 24 main
SMPL joints but without the pelvis and hand effectors. This
allows for compatibility with variations of the SMPL model
such as SMPL-X [13] or SMPL-H [14]. Following [15],
we use Mean Per Joint Position Error (MPJPE) in meters
as our evaluation metric, which measures the Euclidean
distance between our generated future poses and the ground
truth future poses. To test our method, 10% of frames were
randomly selected from each experiment as start times for a

1https://github.com/bronwynbiro/human_body_prior
2https://www.rosielab.ca/datasets/sfu-store-nav
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Fig. 1: (a): SMPL body pose and shape estimate predicted
by VIBE for an experiment. (b): Our virtual environment in
Blender for the same environment. A video demonstration
is available at https://youtube.com/playlist?
list=PLYDGbivlPATIZkNaXE75MEkDkQNDt2r1m

sequence, for a total of 6,355 sequences and 38,130 frames.
We report a baseline MPJPE of 0.22m per frame when k = 6
and 0.24m per frame when k = 9, for forecast lengths of
approximately two and three seconds respectively.

B. Future Applications

Our 3D virtual environment may be beneficial for visualiz-
ing and experimenting with human-robot interactions, human
navigational intent prediction, human pose and trajectory
forecasting, and robot navigation systems. While it may not
be suited for end-to-end visual learning without textures, we
suggest that this dataset will already be useful for algorithms
that work on skeleton representations of humans.

IV. CONCLUSION

We propose a new 3D simulation that features virtual
humans undergoing an indoor shopping scenario and in-
teracting with a Pepper robot. For future directions, we
aim to incorporate more detailed 3D human models such
as those that construct a natural face, hair, clothing, and
texture [16], [17]. We also aim to model deformable objects
such as shopping bags, import the Blender objects into
Gazebo [18] for use with ROS [19], and explore using long-
term human motion forecasting to generate novel sequences.
Furthermore, we aim to integrate additional controllers into
the 3D humans, to allow them to react naturally when faced
with robot interference.
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